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Dr. Henry reported

to Council recently

on a number of issues

including the frequency

and kind of complaints

which come before the

committee. This article

is based on his report.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
SOMEONE COMPLAINS?
Complaints which come to the College are
first hanoled by a complaints investigator
who speaks to the parties involved
(phvsician, complainant, witnesses),
gathers relevant information from those
paIiies ann prepares a written summarv
for review by the Complaints Committee.
Manv complaints which come to the
College are resolved in the very early
stages and do not require referral to the
Complaints Committee, Most complaints
we receive contain more than one
allegation. For example, there were 562
cases referred to the Complaints
Committee in 1993, but the allegations
totalled 1,175. An allegation offailure to
rnain hyin the standard of the-profession is
nearly always accompanied by a failure to
communicate allegation. A sexual abuse
case may also involve failure to maintain
the standard and unprofessional
behaviour allegations.

Of the 23,000 physicians practising in
Ontario in 1993, 2.5% had complaints
lodged against them and .4% were referred
for a discipline healing. Ofthe 93
phvsicians referred to Discipline in 1993,
59 were referred because ofallegations of
sexual abuse.

COMPLAINTS COMMITTEE
DECISIONS
Referral to DisCipline is the most serious
decision the Compbints Committee
mak(·s. The requirement for a physician to

attend the College for a caution, the next
most serious disposition, indicates that the
Commi ttee may have considered referral
to Discipline but felt that a change in the
physicianspractice or behaviour could be
accomplished by attending for an
admonishment.

A written caution, a reminder, or advise
ment usually indicates that the physician
could have performed more effectively
and a dismissal usually indicates that the
Committee found that there was
miscommunication or misunderstanding
or that there was no substance to the .
complaint.

RECURRING COMPLAINTS:
COMMUNICATION
It. is perhaps not S1_~rprisi.ng that
allegations of rudeness, insensitivity,
impatience and/or failing to listen to a
patient accompany many allegations of
failure to maintain the standard of
practice.

The experience ofthe Committee is that it
is often the poor communications, the lack
ofcandour, authoritarian manner or lack of
explanation which provides the final
stimulus for a complaint to be made to the
College,

Although physicians are still among the
most trusted groups in society, there is
increased scrutiny and, at times,
unreasonable expectations from patients.
This being the case, the importance ofa
candid and complete explanation cannot
be over-emphasized.
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Some complaints

could be avoided

by the physician

clearly telling the

patient what he

or she is planning

to do, and why.
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WALK-IN CUNICS
The ~~tureofa walk-in clinic means
physlc~~nssee patients who are frequently
unfamlhar to the I' '. m. ncreasmg num bers of
patIents are complaining that thev have
gone to a walk-in clinic with a s~cific

comp~ain~ and are then given a complete
exammatIon with no explanation as to why
the complete examination is necessary.
Some complaints could be avoided bv'the
physician.clearly telling the patient ~hat
he or she IS planning to do, and whv. A
complete examination is not alwa~s
necessary when a patient is seen for the
first time with a specific complaint
however, the prevalence ofthis '
phenomenon is such that the Committee
has concerns. Physicians should ensure
that complete examinations are done only
when deemed medically necessary.

OBSTETRICS
Complaints of unsatisfactory obstetrical
practice are ofconcern to th~ Committee,
Many patients now are very well infonned
about pregnancy and delivery and are
understandably dissatisfied or unhappy
and often angry with an unsatisfactory
outcome, Delivering babies is not a matter
in which a perfect result can alwavs be
obtained, despite the most consci~ntious
and diligent efforts of the physician. Some
complaints arise because the patient
believes a caesarean section was not
perfonned qUickly enough or that a forceps
delivery was done instead ofa caesarean
section and that in either event, the baby
may have suffered some hvpoxia or trauma
The Committee has great sympathy for the
families involved in difficult births, and is
also mindful that obstetricians often have
to quickly make extremely difficult
judgments in less-than-optimal situations.
The difficulties in this area are frequently
compounded when the physician who is
delivering the baby is not the chosen
physician and there is no transference of
confidence and trust to that physician. An
attentive and caring manner may prevent
these kinds ofcomplaints from occurring.

Today there are more choices than ever
before for.pat~entssurrounding birthing
centres, blrthmg coaches, and midwives.
Care must be taken to ensure close co
operation between physicians and the
other participants in obstetrical care so that
the roles ofeach are well understood by

the other as well as by the patient, well in
advance ofdelivery.

SEXUAL ABUSE
While some allegations ofsexual abuse
stem from incidents that occurred manv
years ago, a significant number have arisen
since the publicity surrounding the Report
of the Task Force on Sexual Abuse in 1991.
Frequently, they involve allegations that
the physician has not provided adequate
draping and has remained in the room
while the patient was preparing for an
examination. Although some older
physicians have been slow to change their
styles of practice, complaints of inadequate
draping, remaining in the room and
making inappropriate remarks also involve
newly-graduated physicians. As in society
as a whole, the public in its relations with
the medical profession is unwilling to
tolerate inappropriate words or gestures,
and it behooves the physician to behave in
a totally professional manner \vith his or
her patients.

ORTHOPAEDICS
The Committee hesitates to single out any
one group within the profeSSion for their'
attitude or manners, but some orthopaediC'
surgeons, while producing miracles of
construction and reconstruction, appear to
be brusque, hurried, impatient and
unfeeling. The directors of teaching
programs in orthopaedics at the
universities would be wise to address this
issue both by precept and by teaching, so
that their junior colleagues are better
prepared to dealprofessionalhr and
sensitively with the public. .

THIRD-PARTY
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
These are a continuing source of
com~laints.By its very nature, a third-party
medIcal examination may result in a
disagreement with the p~tient as to the
opinion expressed. That being the case, the
Committee believes that physicians
conducting such examinations should take
particular care and not be drawn into
behaviour which would likely cause a
complaint in circumstances ~ther than a
third-party medical examination.
Objectivity must not only be present, but
must be seen to be present. The Committee
realizes that probing questions may be
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necessary by the examiner, but physicians
would be well advised to stick to a
framework ofquestions directly relevant to
the assessment and to keep the
consultation formaL

ETHICAL ISSUES
The Committee has recently had to deal
with issues which, although they may, to a
minor degree, relate to standards of
practice, are to a greater degree related to
ethics, These involve major interventions
such as transplants and cancer therapies
with severe side effects. A characteristic of
these complaints is that the patient or the
patient's family allege that they did not
fully understand the information supplied
by the physician. It goes without saying
that, as with any medical procedure,

patients have the right to participate fully,
and to be fully informed, in the decision
regarding any therapy. While it may be
difficult for some physicians to accept,
because oftheir fears over how the patient
copes with 'bad news', there is a clear need
for the physician to be frank in
communicating the risks and benefits of
this therapy. Despite the physician having
explained the risks, benefits and proposed
course ofaction, time should be left at the
end ofthe consultation for the patient or
family to be asked if they need further
clarification and if they do, that it be
provided frankly, in unambiguous, Simple
language. This is recognized current
practice.

COMPLAINTS
COMMITTEE
DECISIONS
RENDERED:
1993
G Includes 24 recommendations

for Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR)

G Disposition of 562 referrals to
Complaints Committee
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'Note 1: Most complaints contain more than one
allegation, therefore, the number of physicians will
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-Note 2:The 'Other' category ofcomplaints are about
unprofessional behaviour, consent. patient
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